
THE ITALIAN FOIL
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Contact us

Fac tor y reference:  SAB Heli  D ivision s.r. l .  
v ia  G uido Rossa -  47030 S an M auro Pascoli  (FC )  –  I taly  –  Phone +39 0541 931612

M oses Hydrofoi ls  is  a  brand of  SAB Heli  D ivision s.r. l .  Al l  r ights  reser ved,  2016.

MADE IN ITALY

Moses Hydrofoil designs,  develops  and  produces  
high  quality  carbon �ber  hydrofoils  for   kitesurf   
since    2009.    All    of   our  products  are completely 
made in Italy.

Everything started from our passion  for kitesurf. That 
is the key  of  our success: we never want to stop riding. 
Hydrofoils are  the  solution  that allows  to ride  with  
extremely low  wind   without   any   loss   of   fun. Our 
experience leads us to produce a  complete  selection  
of  hydrofoil: from the beginners  to the top racers. 
Every foil is created with extreme care in order to have 
the best performance.
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[  FK647 ]
Fuselage 647

KITE

[ W558 ]
Wing 558

KITE - 550 cm2

[ W590 ]
Wing 590

KITE - 650 cm2

[ W633 ]
Wing 633

KITE/SURF - 1250 cm2

[ W679 ]
Wing 679

KITE/SURF/WIND - 990 cm2

[ T38]
Carbon

RAIL

[ T55 ]
Carbon

RAIL

[ T45LTD]
Full Carbon 

RAIL

[ T75LTD ]
Full Carbon 

RAIL - RACE

[ W695 ]
Wing 695

KITE - 770 cm2

[ W718 ]
Wing 718

KITE - 740 cm2

[ W670 ]
Wing 670

KITE RACE - 570 cm2

[  FS710A ]
Fuselage 710 kite/surf 

ALUMINUM

[  FS710 ]
Fuselage 710 kite/surf/sup 

FUSELAGE

MAST

BOARDS

KIT 106 - 670
[ K106670 ]

KIT 101 - 558
[ K101558 ]

KIT 91 - 633
[ K91633 ]

KIT 91 - 590
[ K91590 ]

KIT 91 - 695
[ K91695 ]

KITE WAVE KITE WAVE

KIT ALU 75 - 633
[ K75A633 ]

 KITE FREERIDE  KITE FREERIDE  KITE FREERIDE KITE FREERIDE
[ K82679 ]
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633+483+75 Alu
Fus 710 Alu Fus 710 Fus 647 Fus 604Fus 647Fus 710 Fus 647 Fus 647

679+483+82C 695+421+91C 633+483+91C 590+330+91C

KIT 101 - 718
[ K101718 ]
KITE FREERACE KITE RACE

558+330+101C 718+421+101C 670+421+106C

[  FKR604 ]
Fuselage 604

KITE RACE

KIT 82 - 679

[ S325 ]
Stabilizer 325

KITE

[ S330 ]
Stabilizer 330

KITE/SURF

[ S483 ]
Stabilizer 483

KITE/WIND/SURF

[M41] 
Mast 41 

Carbon Plate

[M61] 
Mast 61 

Carbon Plate

[M71] 
Mast 71 

Carbon Plate

[M72] 
Mast 72 

Carbon Plate

[M75A] 
Mast 75A 
Aluminum

[M82] 
Mast 82 

Carbon Plate

[M91] 
Mast 91 

Carbon Plate

[M101] 
Mast 101 

Carbon Plate

[M111] 
Mast 111 

Carbon Plate

[M106] 
Mast 106 

Carbon Tuttle

[M95A] 
Mast 95A
Aluminum

[ S450 ]
Stabilizer 450
WIND/SURF

Fuselage 647

[ W550 ]
Wing 550

KITE - 600 cm2
Fuselage 647

Fuselage 647

[ S421 ]
Stabilizer 421

KITE RACE 
Fuselage 604

Fuselage 604

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 647

Fuselage 647

Fuselage 647

Fuselage 647

125 x 45 cm 135 x 47 cm 130 x 45 cm 138 x 39 cm 2,2 kg
4-5

KITE FOIL LINEKITE FOIL LINE KITEKITE

[ T35]
T35 Carbon

RAIL
115 x 44 cm
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KIT ALU 75 - 633KIT ALU 75 - 633

Fuselage 710 Alu [ FS710A ]

Aluminum mast 75A [ M75A ]

Carbon front wing 633 [ W633 ]

Carbon stabilizer 483 [ S483 ]

Hardware

Instructions
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[ K75A633 ]This full carbon wing with its low aspect 3.3 AR, 

moderate inverted gull wing, concave bottom 

design will take your foiling experience to the 

next level at a very a�ordable price.

The 633 combined with the 483 stabilizer permits 

you to foil from walk speed up to 25 knots.

The 633/483 combo is the choice for all those 

riders aiming to learn new manouvers, sur�ng 

small waves and who want to progress their 

abilities. This wing will permit you to enter the 

water with 1 or 2 sizes smaller kite.  The 75 cm 

aluminum mast makes it suitable even for 

beginners.  A second 95 cm mast is available at 

only 99 euros. the W679, W790, W873 and the 

new W1100 front wings are the perfect 

complement for those riders who want to use this 

foil with surf, sup, windwing or kite.

LIFT SPEED 9 

CONTROL 7 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

UPWIND 6 

TOPSPEED   7

75
0 

m
m

63
3 

m
m

48
3 

m
m

710 mm

KITEKITE

KITE FREERIDE

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M71/M72 KITE/SURF

[MA037]
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710 mm

KIT 82 - 679KIT 82 - 679

Fuselage 710  [ FS710 ]

Carbon plate mast 82 [ M82 ]

Carbon front wing 679 [ W679 ]

Carbon stabilizer 483 [ S483 ]

Hardware

InstructionsK
IT
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[  K82679 ]

KITEKITE
The 679 is a wing with a wave oriented DNA that 

allows you too slow down before starting any 

manoeuvre, then accelerates fast and with a high 

cruising speed .

A very versatile wing, more oriented to 

manoeuvres with the 483 stabilizer, or freeriding 

when used with the 330 stabilizer.

A free-wave foil with a wide range of speed and 

the right amount of stability rolling side to side 

that will give you con�dence when carving. 

Compared to the 633, the 679 has less lift 

consequently higher lift speed, more drive, wider 

carve radius and better control higher speed.

Perfect choice for riders who like to surf but want 

to keep the cruising mode at its best.

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 8 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

UPWIND 7 

TOPSPEED   8

6-7

KITE FREERIDE

[MA035]

Cover Front Wing-W633/W679

[MA021]

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M82 KITE/SURF

[MA037]

[MA035]

Cover Front Wing-W633/W679

[MA022]



KIT ALU 75 - 633KIT ALU 75 - 633

Fuselage 710 Alu [ FS710A ]

Aluminum mast 75A [ M75A ]

Carbon front wing 633 [ W633 ]

Carbon stabilizer 483 [ S483 ]

Hardware

Instructions
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[ K75A633 ]This full carbon wing with its low aspect 3.3 AR, 

moderate inverted gull wing, concave bottom 

design will take your foiling experience to the 

next level at a very a�ordable price.

The 633 combined with the 483 stabilizer permits 

you to foil from walk speed up to 25 knots.

The 633/483 combo is the choice for all those 

riders aiming to learn new manouvers, sur�ng 

small waves and who want to progress their 

abilities. This wing will permit you to enter the 

water with 1 or 2 sizes smaller kite.  The 75 cm 

aluminum mast makes it suitable even for 

beginners.  A second 95 cm mast is available at 

only 99 euros. the W679, W790, W873 and the 

new W1100 front wings are the perfect 

complement for those riders who want to use this 

foil with surf, sup, windwing or kite.

LIFT SPEED 9 

CONTROL 7 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

UPWIND 6 

TOPSPEED   7
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KITE FREERIDE

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M71/M72 KITE/SURF
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KIT 82 - 679KIT 82 - 679

Fuselage 710  [ FS710 ]

Carbon plate mast 82 [ M82 ]

Carbon front wing 679 [ W679 ]

Carbon stabilizer 483 [ S483 ]

Hardware

InstructionsK
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[  K82679 ]

KITEKITE
The 679 is a wing with a wave oriented DNA that 

allows you too slow down before starting any 

manoeuvre, then accelerates fast and with a high 

cruising speed .

A very versatile wing, more oriented to 

manoeuvres with the 483 stabilizer, or freeriding 

when used with the 330 stabilizer.

A free-wave foil with a wide range of speed and 

the right amount of stability rolling side to side 

that will give you con�dence when carving. 

Compared to the 633, the 679 has less lift 

consequently higher lift speed, more drive, wider 

carve radius and better control higher speed.

Perfect choice for riders who like to surf but want 

to keep the cruising mode at its best.

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 8 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

UPWIND 7 

TOPSPEED   8

6-7

KITE FREERIDE

[MA035]

Cover Front Wing-W633/W679

[MA021]

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M82 KITE/SURF

[MA037]

[MA035]

Cover Front Wing-W633/W679

[MA022]



KIT 91 - 695KIT 91 - 695

Fuselage 647 [ FK647 ]

Carbon Plate mast 91 [ M91 ]

Carbon front wing 695 [ W695 ]

Carbon stabilizer 421 [ S421 ]

Hardware

Instructions
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[ K91695 ]
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KITEKITE

KITE WAVE

KIT 91 - 633KIT 91 - 633

Fuselage 710  [ FS710 ]

Carbon Plate mast 91 [ M91 ]

Carbon front wing 633 [ W633 ]

Carbon stabilizer 483 [ S483 ]

Hardware

InstructionsK
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[  K91633 ]
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KITEKITE
The K91-633. More than 2000 riders have bought 

this combination, the reason is simple: it is the 

most fun foil in the market. Capable of 

transforming every area of water from the size of 

a swimming pool into a real foil playground.

Low aspect 3.3 AR, moderate inverted gull wing, 

concave bottom design.

This full carbon wing will take your foiling 

experience to the next level. The 633 combined 

with the 483 stabilizer permits you to foil from 

walk speed up to 25 knots. The 633/483 combo is 

the choice for all those riders aiming to learn 

new manoeuvres, surf small waves and progress 

their abilities.

This wing will permit you to enter the water and 

foil with 1 or 2 sizes smaller kite.

The K91-550 set-up has been and still is one of our 

favourites. Fast, smooth acceleration, predictive 

and with a great manoeuvrability that makes this 

pro�le perfect for wave riding.

We kept all the good characteristics of the 

550 wing, at the same time we lowered the lift 

speed and added stability. An advanced wing 

full of speed and manoeuvrability The 695 is the 

choice for all riders aiming to do high jumps and 

manoeuvres at high speed.

It can be used with the 325 stabilizer for a more 

skatey feeling in the waves, or as a freestyle 

machine with the 330 stabilzer.

LIFT SPEED 9 

CONTROL 7 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

UPWIND 6 

TOPSPEED   7

8-9

KITE WAVE

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 8 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

UPWIND 8 

TOPSPEED   8

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M91 KITE/
M85 WIND/M95 WIND

[MA037]

[MA035]

Cover Front Wing-W633/W679

[MA023]

Cover Mast M91 KITE/
M85 WIND/M95 WIND

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

[MA037]

[MA025]

[MA023]

Cover Front Wing-W695/
W718/W670/W720



KIT 91 - 695KIT 91 - 695
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[ K91695 ]
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KIT 91 - 633KIT 91 - 633
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[  K91633 ]
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KITEKITE
The K91-633. More than 2000 riders have bought 

this combination, the reason is simple: it is the 

most fun foil in the market. Capable of 

transforming every area of water from the size of 

a swimming pool into a real foil playground.

Low aspect 3.3 AR, moderate inverted gull wing, 

concave bottom design.

This full carbon wing will take your foiling 

experience to the next level. The 633 combined 

with the 483 stabilizer permits you to foil from 

walk speed up to 25 knots. The 633/483 combo is 

the choice for all those riders aiming to learn 

new manoeuvres, surf small waves and progress 

their abilities.

This wing will permit you to enter the water and 

foil with 1 or 2 sizes smaller kite.

The K91-550 set-up has been and still is one of our 

favourites. Fast, smooth acceleration, predictive 

and with a great manoeuvrability that makes this 

pro�le perfect for wave riding.

We kept all the good characteristics of the 

550 wing, at the same time we lowered the lift 

speed and added stability. An advanced wing 

full of speed and manoeuvrability The 695 is the 

choice for all riders aiming to do high jumps and 

manoeuvres at high speed.

It can be used with the 325 stabilizer for a more 

skatey feeling in the waves, or as a freestyle 

machine with the 330 stabilzer.

LIFT SPEED 9 

CONTROL 7 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

UPWIND 6 

TOPSPEED   7

8-9

KITE WAVE

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 8 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

UPWIND 8 

TOPSPEED   8

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M91 KITE/
M85 WIND/M95 WIND

[MA037]

[MA035]

Cover Front Wing-W633/W679

[MA023]

Cover Mast M91 KITE/
M85 WIND/M95 WIND

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

[MA037]

[MA025]

[MA023]

Cover Front Wing-W695/
W718/W670/W720



KIT 91 - 590KIT 91 - 590

Fuselage 647 [ FK647 ]

Carbon Plate mast 91 [ M91 ]

Carbon front wing 590 [ W590 ]

Carbon stabilizer 330 [ S330 ]

Hardware

Instructions
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[ K91590 ]The K91-590 is fast and stable, inspiring 

con�dence, Quick to plane and tracks naturally.

Its 630 cm2 front wing surface area permits a low 

lift speed, while the moderate reverse design will 

keep the stability you need at high speed.

A very easy ride foil with a good upwind angle 

and capable of 30+ knots.

The 330 stabiliser increases the pitch control and 

the lateral stability, these 2 characteristics also 

make this for ideal for beginner. It accelerates in a 

very smooth way.

No surprise this combo 590-330 is a best seller 

for all those riders who love an overall 

performing foil.

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

UPWIND 8 

TOPSPEED   8
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647 mm

KITEKITE KIT 101 - 558KIT 101 - 558

Fuselage 647  [ FK647 ]

Carbon Plate mast 101 [ M101 ]

Carbon front wing 558 [ W558 ]

Carbon stabilizer 330 [ S330 ]

Hardware

InstructionsK
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[  K101558 ]

10
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33
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647 mm

KITEKITE
The K101-558 is a thin pro�le wing with moderate 

arc, 6.3 aspect ratio wing and 12 cm cord.

Its speed is similar to a pure race foil but with a 

great manoeuvrability.

The K101-558 has a burning acceleration that will 

boost you higher than ever.

This "made to jump" foil also cuts lines like a razor 

in the water. It has great control when 

overpowered.  This wing is a real carving machine 

that despite its performance is still accessible to 

riders of all level.

LIFT SPEED 7 

CONTROL 8 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

UPWIND 8 

TOPSPEED   9

10-11

KITE FREERIDE KITE FREERIDE

Cover Mast M101 KITE/M106 KITE
M111  KITE/M105 WIND

[MA024]

Cover Mast M91 KITE/
M85 WIND/M95 WIND

Cover Stabilizer-S325/S330

[MA038]

Cover Front Wing-W550/
W558/W590

[MA023]

[MA036]

Cover Stabilizer-S325/S330

[MA038]

Cover Front Wing-W550/
W558/W590

[MA036]



KIT 91 - 590KIT 91 - 590
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Carbon Plate mast 91 [ M91 ]

Carbon front wing 590 [ W590 ]

Carbon stabilizer 330 [ S330 ]

Hardware

Instructions
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[ K91590 ]The K91-590 is fast and stable, inspiring 

con�dence, Quick to plane and tracks naturally.

Its 630 cm2 front wing surface area permits a low 

lift speed, while the moderate reverse design will 

keep the stability you need at high speed.

A very easy ride foil with a good upwind angle 

and capable of 30+ knots.

The 330 stabiliser increases the pitch control and 

the lateral stability, these 2 characteristics also 

make this for ideal for beginner. It accelerates in a 

very smooth way.

No surprise this combo 590-330 is a best seller 

for all those riders who love an overall 

performing foil.

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

UPWIND 8 

TOPSPEED   8
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647 mm

KITEKITE KIT 101 - 558KIT 101 - 558

Fuselage 647  [ FK647 ]

Carbon Plate mast 101 [ M101 ]

Carbon front wing 558 [ W558 ]

Carbon stabilizer 330 [ S330 ]

Hardware

InstructionsK
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[  K101558 ]
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KITEKITE
The K101-558 is a thin pro�le wing with moderate 

arc, 6.3 aspect ratio wing and 12 cm cord.

Its speed is similar to a pure race foil but with a 

great manoeuvrability.

The K101-558 has a burning acceleration that will 

boost you higher than ever.

This "made to jump" foil also cuts lines like a razor 

in the water. It has great control when 

overpowered.  This wing is a real carving machine 

that despite its performance is still accessible to 

riders of all level.

LIFT SPEED 7 

CONTROL 8 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

UPWIND 8 

TOPSPEED   9

10-11

KITE FREERIDE KITE FREERIDE

Cover Mast M101 KITE/M106 KITE
M111  KITE/M105 WIND

[MA024]

Cover Mast M91 KITE/
M85 WIND/M95 WIND

Cover Stabilizer-S325/S330

[MA038]

Cover Front Wing-W550/
W558/W590

[MA023]

[MA036]

Cover Stabilizer-S325/S330

[MA038]

Cover Front Wing-W550/
W558/W590

[MA036]
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Carbon front wing 718 [ W718 ]

Carbon stabilizer 421 [ S421 ]
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[ K101718 ]While designing the 718 we started from the 

wing we recently developed with Balz Muller for 

his freestyle windsurf pro model.

We took all the good features of that wind-foil 

wing and made them available for kiting. The 

result is a very fast foil that is ideal for those 

free-riders who want a locked in foil at the top 

cruising speed.

This model is like a slalom board or a nascar car, it 

is made to have great acceleration and good 

drive to give you con�dence during long runs.

While testing we found it to be one of the best 

tow in foils on the market.

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

UPWIND 9 

TOPSPEED   9
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KITEKITE KIT 106 - 670KIT 106 - 670

Fuselage 604  [ FKR604 ]

Carbon Tuttle mast 106 [ M106 ]

Carbon front wing 670 [ W670 ]

Carbon stabilizer 421[ S421 ]
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KITEKITE
The pinnacle of Moses Hydrofoil Racing Division: 

The K106-670 is speci�cally designed and built to 

be the highest performing kite race foil.

Every part of this foil is designed to reduce drag 

and produce the best possible hydrodynamic 

performance. Each detail is precisely tuned to 

maximise the highest ratio speed/angle while 

avoiding ventilation. Providing superior stability 

and control even at the highest speed. Our use of 

high modulus and high resistance carbon is 

computer optimised for performance to have the 

sti�est and lowest torsion foil.

Every single component of the K106-670 goes 

through two di�erent quality and measurement 

checks, ensuring that each foil delivers identical 

performance. IKA registered 2020/2024.

LIFT SPEED 7 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

UPWIND 9 

TOPSPEED 10

12-13

KITE FREERACE KITE RACE

Cover Mast M101 KITE/M106 KITE
M111  KITE/M105 WIND

[MA024]

Cover Mast M101 KITE/M106 KITE
M111  KITE/M105 WIND

[MA024]

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

[MA037]

[MA025]

Cover Front Wing-W695/
W718/W670/W720

[MA025]

Cover Front Wing-W695/
W718/W670/W720

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

[MA037]
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be the highest performing kite race foil.

Every part of this foil is designed to reduce drag 

and produce the best possible hydrodynamic 

performance. Each detail is precisely tuned to 

maximise the highest ratio speed/angle while 

avoiding ventilation. Providing superior stability 

and control even at the highest speed. Our use of 

high modulus and high resistance carbon is 

computer optimised for performance to have the 

sti�est and lowest torsion foil.

Every single component of the K106-670 goes 
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performance. IKA registered 2020/2024.
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[M41] 
Mast 41 

Carbon Plate

[M61] 
Mast 61 

Carbon Plate

[M71] 
Mast 71 

Carbon Plate

[M72] 
Mast 72 

Carbon Plate

[M75A] 
Mast 75A 
Aluminum

[M82] 
Mast 82 

Carbon Plate

[M91] 
Mast 91 

Carbon Plate

[M101] 
Mast 101 

Carbon Plate

[M111] 
Mast 111 

Carbon Plate

[M106] 
Mast 106 - RACE 

Carbon Tuttle

[M95A] 
Mast 95A

Aluminum

The shape and the 
pro�le are optimised 
to deliver the best 
possible performance 
in terms of speed and
m a n o e u v r a b i l i t y, 
while reducing the 
ventilation.
Full carbon, high 
density pvc core for 
the best torsion/ 
sti�ness ratio

The shape and the 
pro�le are optimised 
to deliver the best 
possible performance 
in terms of speed and
m a n o e u v r a b i l i t y, 
while reducing the 
ventilation.
Full carbon, high 
density pvc core for 
the best torsion/ 
sti�ness ratio

The shape and the 
pro�le are optimised 
to deliver the best 
possible performance 
in terms of speed and
m a n o e u v r a b i l i t y, 
while reducing the 
ventilation.
Full carbon, high 
density pvc core for 
the best torsion/ 
sti�ness ratio

The shape and the 
pro�le are designed to 
have the sti�est and the 
lowest torsion carbon 
mast in the market. 
Everything in this mast is 
optimised to have a 
quick response for Surf 
wings. Despite the extra 
thickness this mast still 
has amazing speed.
Full carbon, high 
density pvc core.

The shape and the 
pro�le are designed to 
have the sti�est and the 
lowest torsion carbon 
mast in the market. 
Everything in this mast is 
optimised to have a 
quick response for Surf 
wings. Despite the extra 
thickness this mast still 
has amazing speed.
Full carbon, high 
density pvc core.

The Aluminum mast 
is a great choice for 
those who like value 
for money.
The pro�le and the 
shape of this mast are 
optimised to deliver 
high performance 
and sti�ness.

The Aluminum mast 
is a great choice for 
those who like value 
for money.
The pro�le and the 
shape of this mast are 
optimised to deliver 
high performance 
and sti�ness.

The shape and the 
pro�le are optimised 
to deliver the best 
possible performance 
in terms of speed and 
m a n o e u v r a b i l i t y, 
meanwhile reducing 
the ventilation.
Balanced mix of full 
carbon high resistance 
and high modulus, with 
wood core for the best 
torsion/ sti�ness ratio.

The shape and the 
pro�le are optimised 
to deliver the best 
possible performance 
in terms of speed 
and manoeuvrability, 
meanwhile reducing 
the ventilation.
Balanced mix of full 
carbon high resistance 
and high modulus, with 
wood core for the best 
torsion/ sti�ness ratio.

The shape and the 
pro�le are optimised 
to deliver the best 
possible performance 
in terms of speed and 
m a n o e u v r a b i l i t y, 
meanwhile reducing 
the ventilation.
Balanced mix of full 
carbon high resistance 
and high modulus, with 
wood core for the best 
torsion/ sti�ness ratio.

From cutting the di�erent layers to the 
choice of the wood core inside, everything in 
this full carbon, high modulus 12k mast is 
scienti�cally designed to put you in front of 
the �eet.
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carbon high resistance 
and high modulus, with 
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torsion/ sti�ness ratio.
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Wing 590
KITE - 650 cm2

Wing 550
KITE - 600 cm2

Fuselage 647 Fuselage 647

[ W550 ] [ W590 ]
Wing 679

KITE/SURF/WIND - 990 cm2
Fuselage 710 - 710 A

[ W679 ]
Wing 718

KITE - 740 cm2
Fuselage 647

[ W718 ]

The 550 is fast and stable, inspires your con�dence, planes up 
quickly and tracks in a natural way. It's 600 cm2 front wing 
surface permits a low lift speed while the moderate reverse 
design will keep the stability you need even at high speed.
A very easy ride front wing with a good upwind angle and 
capable of 30+ knots. This wing is so stable and predictable
that is ideal for beginners too. It accelerates in a very smooth 
way. For all those riders who love an allround wing.

The 590 is fast and stable, inspires your con�dence, planes up 
quickly and tracks in a natural way. It's 650 cm2 front wing 
surface permits a low lift speed while the moderate reverse 
design will keep the stability you need even at high speed.
A very easy ride front wing with a good upwind angle and 
capable of 30+ knots. This wing is so stable and predictable
that is ideal for beginner too. It accelerates in a very smooth 
way. For all those riders who love an allround wing.

The 679 is a wing with a wave oriented DNA that allows you too 
slow down before starting any manoeuvre, then accelerates fast 
and with a high cruising speed .
A very versatile wing, more oriented to manoeuvres with the 
483 stabiliser, or free riding when used with the 330 stabilizer.
A free-wave foil with a wide range of speed and the right 
amount of stability rolling side to side that will give you 
con�dence in the curves. Compared to the 633, the 679 has less 
lift consequently higher lift speed, more drive, wider curve 
radius and better control at higher speed.

While designing the 718 we started from the wing we recently 
developed with Balz Muller for his freestyle windsurf pro model.
We took all the good features of that wind-foil wing and made 
them available for kiting. The result is a very fast foil that is 
ideal for those free-riders who want a locked in foil at the top 
cruising speed.
This model is like a slalom board or a nascar car, it is made to 
have great acceleration and good drive to give you con�dence 
during long runs.
While testing we found it to be one of the best tow in foils on 
the market.

Wing 558
KITE - 550 cm2

Wing 633
KITE/SURF - 1250 cm2

Wing 695
KITE - 770 cm2

Wing 670
KITE RACE - 570 cm2

Fuselage 604Fuselage 710 - 710 AFuselage 647 Fuselage 647

[ W695 ] [ W670 ][ W633 ][ W558 ]

The 558 is a thin pro�le wing with moderate arc, 6.3 aspect ratio 
wing and 12 cm cord.
Its speed is similar to a pure race foil but with great 
manoeuvrability.
This wing has burning acceleration that will boost you higher 
than ever, cuts lines like a razor in the water. It keeps great 
control even when overpowered.
The 558 is a real carving machine with a performance that is 
accessible to riders of all levels.

This front wing is the most fun wing on the market. Capable of 
transforming every area of water from the size of a swimming 
pool into a real foiling playground.
Low aspect 3.3 AR, moderate inverted gull wing concave 
bottom design.
This full carbon wing will take your foiling experience to the 
next level. The 633 combined with the 483 stabilizer permits 
you to foil from walk speed up to 25 knots.
The 633 is the choice for all those riders aiming to learn new 
manoeuvres, surf small waves and progress their abilities. This 
wing will permit you to enter the water and foil with 1 or 2 sizes 
smaller kite.

Perfect choice for riders who like to surf but wants to keep the 
cruising mode at its best.

If I should choose a characteristic of this race wing, I would say 
"control". Being con�dent at 38 knots is a big thing.
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A free-wave foil with a wide range of speed and the right 
amount of stability rolling side to side that will give you 
con�dence in the curves. Compared to the 633, the 679 has less 
lift consequently higher lift speed, more drive, wider curve 
radius and better control at higher speed.

While designing the 718 we started from the wing we recently 
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This wing has burning acceleration that will boost you higher 
than ever, cuts lines like a razor in the water. It keeps great 
control even when overpowered.
The 558 is a real carving machine with a performance that is 
accessible to riders of all levels.

This front wing is the most fun wing on the market. Capable of 
transforming every area of water from the size of a swimming 
pool into a real foiling playground.
Low aspect 3.3 AR, moderate inverted gull wing concave 
bottom design.
This full carbon wing will take your foiling experience to the 
next level. The 633 combined with the 483 stabilizer permits 
you to foil from walk speed up to 25 knots.
The 633 is the choice for all those riders aiming to learn new 
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wing will permit you to enter the water and foil with 1 or 2 sizes 
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KITEKITE
[ S325 ]

Stabilizer 325
KITE

Fuselage 647

[ S330 ]
Stabilizer 330

KITE/SURF
Fuselage 647

[ S421 ] [ FK647 ] [ FS710 ]

[ FKR604 ][ FS710A ]

Stabilizer 421
KITE RACE 
Fuselage 604

[ S450 ]
Stabilizer 450
WIND/SURF

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

[ S483 ]
Stabilizer 483

KITE/WIND/SURF
Fuselage 710 - 710 A

STABILIZERSSTABILIZERS

Fuselage 647
KITE

Fuselage 710 kite/surf 
ALUMINUM

Fuselage 710 kite/surf/sup 

Fuselage 604
KITE RACE

The 325 is designed to give a skatey feeling 
to your style, this stabilizer can be used 
with every kite wing of the line.

The 450 is our big surf wing stabilizer and 
will help you to pump better, also gives a
better controlled drive feeling.

The race stabilizer that makes our 670 fast 
and stable. It is a great addition in your 
stabilizers set if you want push your 
performance, This stabilizer can be used 
with all the kite wings and is supplied with 
the Balz pro 720.

The 330 is an allround wing with a good 
amount of drive and stability that will help 
you go faster and be con�dent.

The 483 can be used with every wave 
wing in our collection giving a bit more 
"loose" feeling and shortening the radius 
of your turns.

CNC shaped for the smoothest possible surface, hard elox 50um 
surface treatment.
This fuselage is state of the art in aluminum milling.

CNC shaped for the smoothest possible surface, hard elox 50um 
surface treatment.
This fuselage is state of the art in aluminum milling.

Aluminum fuselage to use with the aluminum mast 75 and 95
CNC shaped for the smoothest possible surface.
This fuselage is state of the art in aluminum milling.

CNC shaped for the smoothest possible surface, hard elox 50um 
surface treatment.
This fuselage is state of the art in aluminum milling.
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BOARDBOARDKITEKITE

Carbon
RAIL

[ T38 ]
Carbon

RAIL

[ T55 ]
Full Carbon

RAIL

[ T45 LTD] [ T75LTD ]
Full Carbon 
RAIL - RACE

Super compact board with minimal 
dimension. Only 115 x 44cm, the T35 takes 
advantage of the compact design.  This
board delivers you the max control in any 
situation . Strapless freestyle, wave riding
or pumping or simple cruising, everything
is possible with the T35.
Its size makes this board ideal for travel.
Designed for medium to expert riders, T35
has a perfect balance Super light and fast
responsiveness, the only 3.5 cm thickness
makes you feel a even direct control of the
foil. Only 2.3 kilo, Carbon reinforced for a
durable construction.

The T38 is a compact board intended for 
medium to expert foilers.
Light weight for a full carbon board at 3.2 
kilos, with dual track system to adjust 
where the plate sits on the board.
This 125 x 45cm pocket board reduces the 
momentum making it ideal for freestyle .
Despite its dimensions the T38 is easy to 
use and accessible to riders of any level.
While using strapless, its beveled rails and 
low volume will permit you to sink the 
edge of the board for an easy start.
The light weight will give you a great 
advantage in manoeuvres, reducing the
momentum and drag.

At 130x45cm the T45 is the freestyle board that any advanced 
rider needs to improve his level.
Full carbon vacuum resin injected, this board is extremely light 
and durable, weighing only 2.35 kilos.

At 136x38.5cm and weighing only 2.1 kilos, this full carbon 
vacuum resin injected board is the right weapon to compete 
among racing marks.
The rocker line is carefully balanced to match the 
106-670 performance.

At 135x47cm the T55 is a modern design 
board, suitable for beginners to advanced 
riders. In�uenced by the T45, the overall 
shape and outline make learning foil easy, 
yet still providing the performance 
needed to progress.
Just 3.3 kilos this pure freeride board has 
the right amount of volume that o�ers 
great stability and manoeuvrability 
thanks to its compact design.

[ T35 ]
Carbon

RAIL
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Its size makes this board ideal for travel.
Designed for medium to expert riders, T35
has a perfect balance Super light and fast
responsiveness, the only 3.5 cm thickness
makes you feel a even direct control of the
foil. Only 2.3 kilo, Carbon reinforced for a
durable construction.

The T38 is a compact board intended for 
medium to expert foilers.
Light weight for a full carbon board at 3.2 
kilos, with dual track system to adjust 
where the plate sits on the board.
This 125 x 45cm pocket board reduces the 
momentum making it ideal for freestyle .
Despite its dimensions the T38 is easy to 
use and accessible to riders of any level.
While using strapless, its beveled rails and 
low volume will permit you to sink the 
edge of the board for an easy start.
The light weight will give you a great 
advantage in manoeuvres, reducing the
momentum and drag.

At 130x45cm the T45 is the freestyle board that any advanced 
rider needs to improve his level.
Full carbon vacuum resin injected, this board is extremely light 
and durable, weighing only 2.35 kilos.

At 136x38.5cm and weighing only 2.1 kilos, this full carbon 
vacuum resin injected board is the right weapon to compete 
among racing marks.
The rocker line is carefully balanced to match the 
106-670 performance.

At 135x47cm the T55 is a modern design 
board, suitable for beginners to advanced 
riders. In�uenced by the T45, the overall 
shape and outline make learning foil easy, 
yet still providing the performance 
needed to progress.
Just 3.3 kilos this pure freeride board has 
the right amount of volume that o�ers 
great stability and manoeuvrability 
thanks to its compact design.

[ T35 ]
Carbon

RAIL
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sURF/SUP FOIL LINEsURF/SUP FOIL LINE SURF/SUPSURF/SUP

[  FS710A ]
Fuselage 710 kite/surf 

ALUMINUM

[  FS710 ]
Fuselage 710 kite/surf/sup 

[ L46 ]
Full Carbon

L4’6’’  - 29 liters

[ L50]
Full Carbon

L5’0’’  - 38 liters
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ONDA ONDA ONDAONDA ONDA

KIT 82 - 1100
[ S821100 ]

KIT 82 - 873
[ S82873 ]

KIT 72 - 679
[ S82790 ]

KIT 75 ALU - 873
[S75A873]

KIT 82 - 790
[ S72679 ]

FUSELAGE

MAST

BOARDS

Fus 710Fus 710Fus 710Fus 710Fus 710 Alu
873+483+75 Alu 679+483+72 C 790+450+82 C 873+483+82 C 1100+450+82 C

[ S450 ]
Stabilizer 450
WIND/SURF

[ S483 ]
Stabilizer 483

KITE/WIND/SURF

[ W633 ]
Wing 633

KITE/SURF - 1250 cm2

[M82] 
Mast 82 

Carbon Plate

[M75A] 
Mast 75A 
Aluminum

[ W679 ]
Wing 679

KITE/SURF/WIND - 990 cm2

[ W790 ]
Wing 790

KITE/SURF/WIND - 1550 cm2

[ W873 ]
Wing 873

SURF/WIND - 2100 cm2

[ W1100 ]
Wing 1100

SURF/WING - 2100 cm2

[M95A] 
Mast 95A

Aluminum

[M72] 
Mast 72 

Carbon Plate

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 - 710 A
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FUSELAGE

MAST

BOARDS

Fus 710Fus 710Fus 710Fus 710Fus 710 Alu
873+483+75 Alu 679+483+72 C 790+450+82 C 873+483+82 C 1100+450+82 C

[ S450 ]
Stabilizer 450
WIND/SURF

[ S483 ]
Stabilizer 483

KITE/WIND/SURF

[ W633 ]
Wing 633

KITE/SURF - 1250 cm2

[M82] 
Mast 82 

Carbon Plate

[M75A] 
Mast 75A 
Aluminum

[ W679 ]
Wing 679

KITE/SURF/WIND - 990 cm2

[ W790 ]
Wing 790

KITE/SURF/WIND - 1550 cm2

[ W873 ]
Wing 873

SURF/WIND - 2100 cm2

[ W1100 ]
Wing 1100

SURF/WING - 2100 cm2

[M95A] 
Mast 95A

Aluminum

[M72] 
Mast 72 

Carbon Plate

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 - 710 A
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Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 - 710 A



Fuselage 710 Alu [ FS710A ]

Aluminum mast 75A [ M75A ]

Carbon front wing 873 [ W873 ]

Carbon stabilizer 483 [ S483 ]

Hardware

Instructions
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[ S75A873]The Aluminum mast is not only a great choice for 

those who recognise value for money.

The pro�le and the shape of this mast are 

optimised to deliver high performance at low cost.

LIFT SPEED               10 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

TOPSPEED 6
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Fuselage 710  [ FS710 ]

Carbon Plate mast 72 [ M72 ]

Carbon front wing 679 [ W679 ]

Carbon stabilizer 483 [ S483 ]

Hardware

InstructionsK
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[ S72679  ] A wave foil capable of radical turns and great 

acceleration abilities, that holds in high speed 

surf, while its 990 cm2 still keeps you in foiling 

mode at a very low speed.

This wing is ideal to surf any wave from chest to 

head high. 

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

TOPSPEED   8

24-25

KIT 72 - 679KIT 72 - 679KIT 75 ALU - 873KIT 75 ALU - 873 SURF/SUPSURF/SUPSURF/SUPSURF/SUP

ONDA

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

[MA037]

[MA035]

Cover Front Wing-W633/W679

[MA021]

Cover Mast M71/M72 KITE/SURF

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M71/M72 KITE/SURF

[MA037]

Cover Front Wing-W873

[MA021]

[MA026]



Fuselage 710 Alu [ FS710A ]

Aluminum mast 75A [ M75A ]

Carbon front wing 873 [ W873 ]

Carbon stabilizer 483 [ S483 ]
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[ S75A873]The Aluminum mast is not only a great choice for 

those who recognise value for money.

The pro�le and the shape of this mast are 

optimised to deliver high performance at low cost.
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CONTROL 9 
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Carbon stabilizer 483 [ S483 ]
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[ S72679  ] A wave foil capable of radical turns and great 

acceleration abilities, that holds in high speed 

surf, while its 990 cm2 still keeps you in foiling 

mode at a very low speed.

This wing is ideal to surf any wave from chest to 

head high. 

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

TOPSPEED   8

24-25

KIT 72 - 679KIT 72 - 679KIT 75 ALU - 873KIT 75 ALU - 873 SURF/SUPSURF/SUPSURF/SUPSURF/SUP

ONDA

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

[MA037]

[MA035]

Cover Front Wing-W633/W679

[MA021]

Cover Mast M71/M72 KITE/SURF

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M71/M72 KITE/SURF

[MA037]

Cover Front Wing-W873

[MA021]

[MA026]



Fuselage 710 [ FS710 ]

Carbon Plate mast 82 [ M82 ]

Carbon front wing 790 [ W790 ]

Carbon stabilizer 450 [ S450 ]

Hardware

Instructions
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[ S82790 ]The unique design of this foil allows you to surf 

small waves and ride back to the line up due too 

its great pumpability. It's top end speed and 

stability make this wing ideal for use with a 

windwing in 15+ knots.

The self controlled lift, due to the advanced 

inverted gull wing design, will give you a big 

smile while pumping and give you that extra 

drive to generate speed through your carves. 

Ideal for small to medium waves.

LIFT SPEED 9 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

TOPSPEED   8
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Carbon Plate mast 82  [ M82 ]

Carbon front wing 873 [ W873 ]

Carbon stabilizer 483 [ S483 ]
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[ S82873 ] The 873 has tons of lift.  The high e�ciency and 

its large outline will permit you to surf knee high 

waves, or pump in �at water.

The same DNA as the 633, its adopts the inverted 

gull wing shape and concave bottom. The large 

wingtips will squeeze the water while pumping 

and give you that extra drive to generate speed 

through your carves.

Ideal for small waves and using a windwing in 

light to medium wind.

LIFT SPEED              10 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

TOPSPEED    6

26-27

KIT 82 - 873KIT 82 - 873KIT 82 - 790KIT 82 - 790 SURF/SUPSURF/SUPSURF/SUPSURF/SUP

ONDA

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M82 KITE/SURF

[MA037]

Cover Front Wing-W873

[MA022]

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M82 KITE/SURF

[MA037]

Cover Front Wing-W790

[MA022]

[MA029] [MA026]



Fuselage 710 [ FS710 ]

Carbon Plate mast 82 [ M82 ]

Carbon front wing 790 [ W790 ]

Carbon stabilizer 450 [ S450 ]
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[ S82790 ]The unique design of this foil allows you to surf 

small waves and ride back to the line up due too 

its great pumpability. It's top end speed and 

stability make this wing ideal for use with a 

windwing in 15+ knots.

The self controlled lift, due to the advanced 

inverted gull wing design, will give you a big 

smile while pumping and give you that extra 

drive to generate speed through your carves. 

Ideal for small to medium waves.

LIFT SPEED 9 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

TOPSPEED   8
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Carbon front wing 873 [ W873 ]

Carbon stabilizer 483 [ S483 ]
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[ S82873 ] The 873 has tons of lift.  The high e�ciency and 

its large outline will permit you to surf knee high 

waves, or pump in �at water.

The same DNA as the 633, its adopts the inverted 

gull wing shape and concave bottom. The large 

wingtips will squeeze the water while pumping 

and give you that extra drive to generate speed 

through your carves.

Ideal for small waves and using a windwing in 

light to medium wind.

LIFT SPEED              10 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

TOPSPEED    6

26-27

KIT 82 - 873KIT 82 - 873KIT 82 - 790KIT 82 - 790 SURF/SUPSURF/SUPSURF/SUPSURF/SUP
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Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M82 KITE/SURF

[MA037]

Cover Front Wing-W873

[MA022]

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M82 KITE/SURF
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Cover Front Wing-W790

[MA022]

[MA029] [MA026]



Fuselage 710 [ FS710 ]

Carbon Plate mast 82 [ M82 ]

Carbon front wing 1100 [ W1100 ]

Carbon stabilizer 450 [ S450 ]

Hardware
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[ S821100 ]1100 cm is a big wing that will leave you stoked!. 

Amazing pumpability, surprisingly agile, great

manoeuvrability, very forgiving on breaching, 

great glide e�ciency and FAST!

"The great thing is because of the good pumping 

you can stay up �ying almost inde�nitely".

This surprisingly light wing will make you ride the 

open ocean swell with no need for a breaking 

wave. This foil is ideal to surf small waves and 

thanks to its speed and pumpability will always 

put you in the right spot.

We think the 82-1100 is the best windwing foil 

out there.

LIFT SPEED               10 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

TOPSPEED    8
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KIT 82 - 1100KIT 82 - 1100SURF/SUPSURF/SUP SURF/SUPSURF/SUPMASTMAST

[M82] 
Mast 82 

Carbon Plate

[M75A] 
Mast 75A 
Aluminum

[M95A] 
Mast 95A

Aluminum

[M72] 
Mast 72 

Carbon Plate

The shape and the pro�le 
are designed to be the 
sti�est and lowest torsion 
carbon mast on the market. 
Everything in this mast is 
optimised to have a quick 
response from big wings, 
despite the extra thickness 
this mast still has amazing 
speed. Full carbon, high 
density pvc core.

The Aluminum mast is a 
great choice for those who 
recognise value for money, 
the pro�le and the shape of 
this mast are optimised to 
deliver high performance 
with low cost.

The shape and the pro�le 
are designed to be the 
sti�est and lowest torsion 
carbon mast on the market. 
Everything in this mast is 
optimised to have a quick 
response from big wings, 
despite the extra thickness 
this mast still has amazing 
speed. Full carbon, high
density pvc core.

The Aluminum mast is a 
great choice for those who 
recognise value for money, 
the pro�le and the shape of 
this mast are optimised to 
deliver high performance 
with low cost.

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M82 KITE/SURF

[MA037]

Cover Front Wing-W1100

[MA022]

[MA027]



Fuselage 710 [ FS710 ]

Carbon Plate mast 82 [ M82 ]

Carbon front wing 1100 [ W1100 ]

Carbon stabilizer 450 [ S450 ]
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[ S821100 ]1100 cm is a big wing that will leave you stoked!. 

Amazing pumpability, surprisingly agile, great

manoeuvrability, very forgiving on breaching, 

great glide e�ciency and FAST!

"The great thing is because of the good pumping 

you can stay up �ying almost inde�nitely".

This surprisingly light wing will make you ride the 

open ocean swell with no need for a breaking 

wave. This foil is ideal to surf small waves and 

thanks to its speed and pumpability will always 

put you in the right spot.

We think the 82-1100 is the best windwing foil 

out there.
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CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

TOPSPEED    8
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KIT 82 - 1100KIT 82 - 1100SURF/SUPSURF/SUP SURF/SUPSURF/SUPMASTMAST

[M82] 
Mast 82 

Carbon Plate

[M75A] 
Mast 75A 
Aluminum

[M95A] 
Mast 95A

Aluminum

[M72] 
Mast 72 

Carbon Plate

The shape and the pro�le 
are designed to be the 
sti�est and lowest torsion 
carbon mast on the market. 
Everything in this mast is 
optimised to have a quick 
response from big wings, 
despite the extra thickness 
this mast still has amazing 
speed. Full carbon, high 
density pvc core.

The Aluminum mast is a 
great choice for those who 
recognise value for money, 
the pro�le and the shape of 
this mast are optimised to 
deliver high performance 
with low cost.

The shape and the pro�le 
are designed to be the 
sti�est and lowest torsion 
carbon mast on the market. 
Everything in this mast is 
optimised to have a quick 
response from big wings, 
despite the extra thickness 
this mast still has amazing 
speed. Full carbon, high
density pvc core.

The Aluminum mast is a 
great choice for those who 
recognise value for money, 
the pro�le and the shape of 
this mast are optimised to 
deliver high performance 
with low cost.

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M82 KITE/SURF

[MA037]

Cover Front Wing-W1100

[MA022]

[MA027]
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SURF/SUPSURF/SUP

[ W633 ] [ W679] [ W790]

FRONT WINGSFRONT WINGS

Wing 679
KITE/SURF/WIND - 990 cm2

Wing 790
KITE/SURF/WIND - 1550 cm2

Wing 873
SURF/WIND - 2100 cm2

Wing 1100
SURF/WING - 2100 cm2

Wing 633
KITE/SURF - 1250 cm2
Fuselage 710 - 710 A Fuselage 710 - 710 A Fuselage 710 - 710 A

[ W873] [ W1100]

Fuselage 710 - 710 A Fuselage 710 - 710 A

This front wing is the most fun wing on the 
market. Capable of transforming every 
area of water from the size of a swimming 
pool into a real foiling playground.
Low aspect 3.3 AR, moderate inverted gull 
wing concave bottom design.
This full carbon wing will take your foiling 
experience to the next level. The 633 
combined with the 483 stabilizer permits 
you to foil from walk speed up to 25 knots.
The 633 is the choice for all those riders 
aiming to learn new manoeuvres, surf 
small waves and progress their abilities. 
This wing will permit you to enter the 
water and foil with 1 or 2 sizes smaller kite.

The 679 is a wing with wave oriented DNA 
that allows you too slow down before 
starting any manoeuvre, then accelerates 
fast and with a high cruising speed .
A very versatile wing, more oriented to 
manoeuvres with the 483 stabiliser, or 
freeriding when used with the 330 stabilizer.
A free-wave foil with a wide range of 
speed and the right amount of stability 
rolling side to side that will give you 
con�dence in the curves. Compared to the 
633, the 679 has less lift consequently 
higher lift speed, more drive, wider curve 
radius and better control at higher speed.

One wing for 3 sports. This unique design 
allows you to surf small waves and ride 
back to the line up because of its great 
pumpability. Its top end speed and 
stability make this wing ideal for freeride 
windsur�ng too.
The self controlled lift due to the advanced 
inverted gull wing design will give you a 
big smile while kiting, sur�ng, or pumping 
and give you that extra drive to generate 
speed through your carves.

The 873 has tons of lift. The high e�ciency and its 
large outline will permit you to surf a knee high 
wave or even pump in �at water.
Same DNA as the 633, its adopts the inverted gull 
wing shape and concave bottom. The large wingtips 
will squeeze the water while pumping and give you 
that extra drive to generate speed through your 
carves. Ideal for small waves and using a windwing 
in light to medium wind.

The 1100 is a big wing that will leave you stoked!. 
Amazing pumpability, surprisingly agile, great 
manoeuvrability, very forgiving on breaching, great 
glide e�ciency and FAST!
"The great thing is because of the good pumping you can 
stay up �ying almost inde�nitely".
This surprisingly light wing will make you ride the open 
ocean swell with no need for a breaking wave.
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[ W873] [ W1100]

Fuselage 710 - 710 A Fuselage 710 - 710 A

This front wing is the most fun wing on the 
market. Capable of transforming every 
area of water from the size of a swimming 
pool into a real foiling playground.
Low aspect 3.3 AR, moderate inverted gull 
wing concave bottom design.
This full carbon wing will take your foiling 
experience to the next level. The 633 
combined with the 483 stabilizer permits 
you to foil from walk speed up to 25 knots.
The 633 is the choice for all those riders 
aiming to learn new manoeuvres, surf 
small waves and progress their abilities. 
This wing will permit you to enter the 
water and foil with 1 or 2 sizes smaller kite.

The 679 is a wing with wave oriented DNA 
that allows you too slow down before 
starting any manoeuvre, then accelerates 
fast and with a high cruising speed .
A very versatile wing, more oriented to 
manoeuvres with the 483 stabiliser, or 
freeriding when used with the 330 stabilizer.
A free-wave foil with a wide range of 
speed and the right amount of stability 
rolling side to side that will give you 
con�dence in the curves. Compared to the 
633, the 679 has less lift consequently 
higher lift speed, more drive, wider curve 
radius and better control at higher speed.

One wing for 3 sports. This unique design 
allows you to surf small waves and ride 
back to the line up because of its great 
pumpability. Its top end speed and 
stability make this wing ideal for freeride 
windsur�ng too.
The self controlled lift due to the advanced 
inverted gull wing design will give you a 
big smile while kiting, sur�ng, or pumping 
and give you that extra drive to generate 
speed through your carves.

The 873 has tons of lift. The high e�ciency and its 
large outline will permit you to surf a knee high 
wave or even pump in �at water.
Same DNA as the 633, its adopts the inverted gull 
wing shape and concave bottom. The large wingtips 
will squeeze the water while pumping and give you 
that extra drive to generate speed through your 
carves. Ideal for small waves and using a windwing 
in light to medium wind.

The 1100 is a big wing that will leave you stoked!. 
Amazing pumpability, surprisingly agile, great 
manoeuvrability, very forgiving on breaching, great 
glide e�ciency and FAST!
"The great thing is because of the good pumping you can 
stay up �ying almost inde�nitely".
This surprisingly light wing will make you ride the open 
ocean swell with no need for a breaking wave.
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SURF/SUPSURF/SUP SURF/SUPSURF/SUPFUSELAGEFUSELAGESTABILIZERSSTABILIZERS

[ S450 ]
Stabilizer 450
WIND/SURF

[ S483 ]
Stabilizer 483

KITE/WIND/SURF
Fuselage 710 - 710 A Fuselage 710 - 710 A

Fuselage 710 kite/surf 
ALUMINUM

Fuselage 710 kite/surf/sup 
[ FS710A ] [ FS710 ]

Aluminum fuselage to use with the aluminum mast 75 and 95. CNC shaped for the smoothest possible surface, hard elox 
50um surface treatment. This fuselage is state of the art in 
aluminum milling.

The 450 is our big surf wing stabilizer and will help you to pump 
better, also gives a better controlled drive feeling.

The 483 can be used with every wave wing in the collection 
giving a bit more "loose" feeling and shortening the radius of 
your turns.
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Aluminum fuselage to use with the aluminum mast 75 and 95. CNC shaped for the smoothest possible surface, hard elox 
50um surface treatment. This fuselage is state of the art in 
aluminum milling.

The 450 is our big surf wing stabilizer and will help you to pump 
better, also gives a better controlled drive feeling.

The 483 can be used with every wave wing in the collection 
giving a bit more "loose" feeling and shortening the radius of 
your turns.
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BOARDBOARD

[ L50 ][ L46 ]
Full Carbon

L4’6’’  - 29 liters
Full Carbon

L5’0’’  - 38 liters

SURF/SUPSURF/SUP

Tow in or sur�ng, the shape of the 4'6 o�ers easy paddling and 
take o�.
Its concave deck with low back foot position will help get you 
pumping like a pro and gives you great agility while sur�ng.
With 29 litres and only 2.9 kilos weight, this full carbon vacuum 
resin injected board is the most advanced surfboard you will 
ever ride.

Tow in, sur�ng or windwing. The shape of the 5'0 o�ers easy 
paddling and take o�.
Its concave deck with low back foot position will help get you 
pumping like a pro and gives you great agility while sur�ng.
With 38 litres and only 3.3 kilos weight, this full carbon vacuum 
resin injected board is the most advanced surfboard you will 
ever ride. Ideal for Windwing advanced riders too.
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BOARDBOARD

[ L50 ][ L46 ]
Full Carbon

L4’6’’  - 29 liters
Full Carbon

L5’0’’  - 38 liters

SURF/SUPSURF/SUP

Tow in or sur�ng, the shape of the 4'6 o�ers easy paddling and 
take o�.
Its concave deck with low back foot position will help get you 
pumping like a pro and gives you great agility while sur�ng.
With 29 litres and only 2.9 kilos weight, this full carbon vacuum 
resin injected board is the most advanced surfboard you will 
ever ride.

Tow in, sur�ng or windwing. The shape of the 5'0 o�ers easy 
paddling and take o�.
Its concave deck with low back foot position will help get you 
pumping like a pro and gives you great agility while sur�ng.
With 38 litres and only 3.3 kilos weight, this full carbon vacuum 
resin injected board is the most advanced surfboard you will 
ever ride. Ideal for Windwing advanced riders too.
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WIND FOIL LINEWIND FOIL LINE WINDWIND

[  FW900A ]
Fuselage 900 Aluminum mast

WIND ALUMINUM

[  FW900 ]
Fuselage 900 Carbon mast 

WIND

[  FWR1150 ]
Fuselage 1150 Carbon mast

 WIND RACE

[ T115 ]
Full carbon Wind/Sup/Wing

6’.0” x 31" - 110 liters

KIT ALU 75 - 790
[ V75A790 ]

KIT 85 - 720
[ V85720 ]

KIT 85 - 790
[ V85790 ]

KIT 105 - 800
[ V105800 ]

KIT 95 - 679
[ V95679 ]

FUSELAGE

MAST

BOARDS

S
T
A
B
IL

IZ
E
R
S

F
R
O

N
T
 W

IN
G

S

VENTO FREERIDE VENTO FREERIDE VENTO FREERIDEVENTO FREESTYLE VENTO RACE

Fus 900 Alu Fus 900 Fus 900 Fus 900 Fus 1150
790+450+75A 790+450+85WC 720+421+85WC (Balz) 679+450+95WC 800+421+105WC

[M75A] 

[ S450 ]
Stabilizer 450
WIND/SURF

[ S483 ]
Stabilizer 483

KITE/WIND/SURF

[ S421 ]
Stabilizer 421
WIND RACE

Mast 75
Aluminum

[MW85] 
Mast Vento 85
Carbon Tuttle

[MW85BM] 
Mast Vento 85 Balz Pro

Carbon Tuttle

[MW105] 
Mast Vento 105

Carbon Tuttle

[ W790 ]
Wing 790

SURF/WIND - 1550 cm2

[ W679 ]
Wing 679

KITE/SURF/WIND - 990 cm2

[ W720 ]
Wing 720

WIND - 750 cm2

[ W671 ]
Wing 671

WIND RACE - 570 cm2

[ W1000 ]
Wing 1000

WIND RACE - 1100 cm2

[MW95] 
Mast Vento 95
Carbon Tuttle

[M95A] 
Mast 95A

Aluminum

[ MHW047 ]
Tuttle to Plate adaptor

Fuselage 900 - 900 A

Fuselage 900 - 900 A

Fuselage 900 - 900 A

Fuselage 900 - 900 A

Fuselage 900 - 900 A

Fuselage 1150

[ W800 ]
Wing 800

WIND RACE - 840 cm2

Fuselage 1150
Fuselage 1150

Fuselage 1150
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WIND FOIL LINEWIND FOIL LINE WINDWIND

[  FW900A ]
Fuselage 900 Aluminum mast

WIND ALUMINUM

[  FW900 ]
Fuselage 900 Carbon mast 

WIND

[  FWR1150 ]
Fuselage 1150 Carbon mast

 WIND RACE

[ T115 ]
Full carbon Wind/Sup/Wing

6’.0” x 31" - 110 liters

KIT ALU 75 - 790
[ V75A790 ]

KIT 85 - 720
[ V85720 ]

KIT 85 - 790
[ V85790 ]

KIT 105 - 800
[ V105800 ]

KIT 95 - 679
[ V95679 ]

FUSELAGE

MAST

BOARDS
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S

F
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G

S

VENTO FREERIDE VENTO FREERIDE VENTO FREERIDEVENTO FREESTYLE VENTO RACE

Fus 900 Alu Fus 900 Fus 900 Fus 900 Fus 1150
790+450+75A 790+450+85WC 720+421+85WC (Balz) 679+450+95WC 800+421+105WC

[M75A] 

[ S450 ]
Stabilizer 450
WIND/SURF

[ S483 ]
Stabilizer 483

KITE/WIND/SURF

[ S421 ]
Stabilizer 421
WIND RACE

Mast 75
Aluminum

[MW85] 
Mast Vento 85
Carbon Tuttle

[MW85BM] 
Mast Vento 85 Balz Pro

Carbon Tuttle

[MW105] 
Mast Vento 105

Carbon Tuttle

[ W790 ]
Wing 790

SURF/WIND - 1550 cm2

[ W679 ]
Wing 679

KITE/SURF/WIND - 990 cm2

[ W720 ]
Wing 720

WIND - 750 cm2

[ W671 ]
Wing 671

WIND RACE - 570 cm2

[ W1000 ]
Wing 1000

WIND RACE - 1100 cm2

[MW95] 
Mast Vento 95
Carbon Tuttle

[M95A] 
Mast 95A

Aluminum

[ MHW047 ]
Tuttle to Plate adaptor

Fuselage 900 - 900 A

Fuselage 900 - 900 A

Fuselage 900 - 900 A

Fuselage 900 - 900 A

Fuselage 900 - 900 A

Fuselage 1150

[ W800 ]
Wing 800

WIND RACE - 840 cm2

Fuselage 1150
Fuselage 1150

Fuselage 1150



Fuselage 900 Alu [ FW900A ]

Aluminum mast 75A [ M75A ]

Carbon front wing 790 [ W790 ]

Carbon stabilizer 450 [ S450 ]

Hardware

Instructions

K
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N

T

[ V75A790 ]The easiest wind foil on the market at a very 

a�ordable price.

Everyone who tried the new Vento Alu 75 with the 

790 was impressed how easily the foil �ies. Its crazy 

how early you �y with that big wing!

Designed to plane early with no e�ort, an ultra 

stable foil that performs incredibly well in light to 

medium wind, for beginners to intermediate wind 

foilers. Cruising, carving, wave riding in small 

waves, the Vento Alu 75 does everything with 

amazing ease of use. Jibing has never been so easy.

LIFT SPEED 9 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

UPWIND 7 

TOPSPEED   8

LIFT SPEED 9 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

UPWIND 7 

TOPSPEED   8
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m
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0 

m
m

900 mm

Fuselage 900  [ FW900 ]

Carbon tuttle mast 85 [ MW85 ]

Carbon front wing 790 [ W790 ]

Carbon stabilizer 450 [ S450 ]

Hardware

InstructionsK
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[ V85790 ] Everyone who tried the new Vento 85 with the 790 was 

impressed how easily the foil �ies. Its crazy how early 

you �y with that big wing!

Designed to plane early with no e�ort, an ultra stable 

foil that performs incredibly well in light to medium 

wind, for beginners to intermediate wind foilers. 

Cruising, carving, wave riding in small waves, the Vento 

85 does everything with amazing ease of use. Jibing has 

never been so easy.

As a Pro rider commented “The �rst feeling is super nice. 

It is so stable even when you go across wind full power. 

You don’t have any lateral movement. The other good 

point of the this foil is that it has the capacity to stay high 

in the air, even at super low speed, when you open the

sail or the wind drops. This is nice for the customer with 

an average level. Also it is by far the best foil that 

I rode for making easy planning jibes, 

because it is super stable on the 

jibe and stays up in the air 

even if you don’t put your 

foot in the right place. 

Good job for that! “

38-39

KIT 75 ALU - 790KIT 75 ALU - 790 WINDWINDWINDWIND

VENTO FREERIDE VENTO FREERIDE

KIT 85 - 790KIT 85 - 790

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M71/M72 KITE/SURF

[MA037]

[MA021]

[MA029]

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

[MA037]

[MA029]

Cover Front Wing-W790Cover Front Wing-W790

Cover Mast M91 KITE/
M85 WIND/M95 WIND

[MA023]



Fuselage 900 Alu [ FW900A ]

Aluminum mast 75A [ M75A ]

Carbon front wing 790 [ W790 ]

Carbon stabilizer 450 [ S450 ]

Hardware

Instructions
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[ V75A790 ]The easiest wind foil on the market at a very 

a�ordable price.

Everyone who tried the new Vento Alu 75 with the 

790 was impressed how easily the foil �ies. Its crazy 

how early you �y with that big wing!

Designed to plane early with no e�ort, an ultra 

stable foil that performs incredibly well in light to 

medium wind, for beginners to intermediate wind 

foilers. Cruising, carving, wave riding in small 

waves, the Vento Alu 75 does everything with 

amazing ease of use. Jibing has never been so easy.

LIFT SPEED 9 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

UPWIND 7 

TOPSPEED   8

LIFT SPEED 9 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 9 

UPWIND 7 

TOPSPEED   8
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0 
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900 mm

Fuselage 900  [ FW900 ]

Carbon tuttle mast 85 [ MW85 ]

Carbon front wing 790 [ W790 ]

Carbon stabilizer 450 [ S450 ]

Hardware

InstructionsK
IT
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[ V85790 ] Everyone who tried the new Vento 85 with the 790 was 

impressed how easily the foil �ies. Its crazy how early 

you �y with that big wing!

Designed to plane early with no e�ort, an ultra stable 

foil that performs incredibly well in light to medium 

wind, for beginners to intermediate wind foilers. 

Cruising, carving, wave riding in small waves, the Vento 

85 does everything with amazing ease of use. Jibing has 

never been so easy.

As a Pro rider commented “The �rst feeling is super nice. 

It is so stable even when you go across wind full power. 

You don’t have any lateral movement. The other good 

point of the this foil is that it has the capacity to stay high 

in the air, even at super low speed, when you open the

sail or the wind drops. This is nice for the customer with 

an average level. Also it is by far the best foil that 

I rode for making easy planning jibes, 

because it is super stable on the 

jibe and stays up in the air 

even if you don’t put your 

foot in the right place. 

Good job for that! “

38-39

KIT 75 ALU - 790KIT 75 ALU - 790 WINDWINDWINDWIND

VENTO FREERIDE VENTO FREERIDE

KIT 85 - 790KIT 85 - 790

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M71/M72 KITE/SURF

[MA037]

[MA021]

[MA029]

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

[MA037]

[MA029]

Cover Front Wing-W790Cover Front Wing-W790

Cover Mast M91 KITE/
M85 WIND/M95 WIND

[MA023]



Fuselage 900 [ FW900 ]

Carbon Tuttle mast Vento  85 Balz pro [ MW85BM ]

Carbon front wing 720 [ W720 ]

Carbon stabilizer 421 [ S421 ]

Hardware

Instructions

K
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N
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[ V85720 ]The �rst freestyle windfoil in the world for Mr. 

Foilstyle, Balz Muller. The goal in designing this 

foil with the pro rider Balz Muller was to have a 

stable foil that could accelerate quickly for the 

next manoeuvre keeping all the stabilty to 

permit you to focus on the move.

Designed speci�cally for freestyle, the Vento 85 

Balz pro is also a great freerace with good upwind

performance and a top speed of over 25 knots. 

Use it with the 450 stabilizer to have more front 

foot pressure to achieve additional height in �at 

water jumps, or with the 421 stabilizer to have 

pure freerace performances.

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

UPWIND 8 

TOPSPEED   9

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

UPWIND 8 

TOPSPEED   8
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Fuselage 900  [ FW900 ]

Carbon Tuttle mast  95 [ MW95]

Carbon front wing 679 [ W679 ]

Carbon stabilizer 450 [ S450 ]

Hardware

InstructionsK
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[ V95679 ] Jumping, carving, freeride.

The combo 95 cm mast with the new 679 will 

answer all your windsurf desires in a wind range 

from 12 to 25 knots. A very versatile windfoil 

that will be the ideal choice for any condition. 

Comes as standard with the 450 stabilizer to 

lower the necessary wind speed needed to enter 

foiling mode.

Use it with the 330 or the 421 stabilizer to 

expand the wind range and higher wind control.

The ONE windfoil.

40-41

KIT 85 - 720KIT 85 - 720 WINDWINDWINDWIND

VENTO FREESTYLE VENTO FREESTYLE

KIT 95 - 679KIT 95 - 679

Cover Mast M91 KITE/
M85 WIND/M95 WIND

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

[MA037]

[MA025]

[MA023]

Cover Front Wing-W695/
W718/W670/W720

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M91 KITE/
M85 WIND/M95 WIND

[MA037]

[MA035]

Cover Front Wing-W633/W679

[MA023]



Fuselage 900 [ FW900 ]

Carbon Tuttle mast Vento  85 Balz pro [ MW85BM ]

Carbon front wing 720 [ W720 ]

Carbon stabilizer 421 [ S421 ]

Hardware

Instructions
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[ V85720 ]The �rst freestyle windfoil in the world for Mr. 

Foilstyle, Balz Muller. The goal in designing this 

foil with the pro rider Balz Muller was to have a 

stable foil that could accelerate quickly for the 

next manoeuvre keeping all the stabilty to 

permit you to focus on the move.

Designed speci�cally for freestyle, the Vento 85 

Balz pro is also a great freerace with good upwind

performance and a top speed of over 25 knots. 

Use it with the 450 stabilizer to have more front 

foot pressure to achieve additional height in �at 

water jumps, or with the 421 stabilizer to have 

pure freerace performances.

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

UPWIND 8 

TOPSPEED   9

LIFT SPEED 8 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 8 

UPWIND 8 

TOPSPEED   8
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900 mm

Fuselage 900  [ FW900 ]

Carbon Tuttle mast  95 [ MW95]

Carbon front wing 679 [ W679 ]

Carbon stabilizer 450 [ S450 ]

Hardware

InstructionsK
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[ V95679 ] Jumping, carving, freeride.

The combo 95 cm mast with the new 679 will 

answer all your windsurf desires in a wind range 

from 12 to 25 knots. A very versatile windfoil 

that will be the ideal choice for any condition. 

Comes as standard with the 450 stabilizer to 

lower the necessary wind speed needed to enter 

foiling mode.

Use it with the 330 or the 421 stabilizer to 

expand the wind range and higher wind control.

The ONE windfoil.

40-41

KIT 85 - 720KIT 85 - 720 WINDWINDWINDWIND

VENTO FREESTYLE VENTO FREESTYLE

KIT 95 - 679KIT 95 - 679

Cover Mast M91 KITE/
M85 WIND/M95 WIND

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

[MA037]

[MA025]

[MA023]

Cover Front Wing-W695/
W718/W670/W720

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

Cover Mast M91 KITE/
M85 WIND/M95 WIND

[MA037]

[MA035]

Cover Front Wing-W633/W679

[MA023]



Fuselage 1150 [ FWR1150]

Carbon Tuttle mast 105 [ MW105 ]

Carbon front wing 800 [ W800 ]

Carbon stabilizer 421 [ S421 ]

Hardware

Instructions
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[ V105800 ]The pinnacle of Moses Hydrofoil Racing 

Division: The V105800 is built to be the most 

high performance windsurf race foil in the 

�eld. Everything in this foil is designed to 

reduce drag and produce the best possible 

hydrodynamic performance. Each detail is 

tuned to maximize for the highest ratio 

speed/angle while avoiding ventilation. This 

provides superior stability and control even 

at the highest speed. Our use of high 

modulus and high resistance carbon is 

computer optimized for performance to have 

the sti�est and lowest torsion foil. Every 

single component of the V105800 goes 

through two di�erent quality and 

measurement checks to ensure that each foil 

delivers identical performance.

LIFT SPEED 9 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 7 

UPWIND 9 

TOPSPEED   9
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m

1150 mm

42-43

KIT 105 - 800KIT 105 - 800 WINDWINDWINDWIND

VENTO RACE

MASTMAST

[M75A] 
Mast 75

Aluminum

[MW85] 
Mast Vento 85
Carbon Tuttle

[MW85BM] 
Mast Vento 85 Balz Pro

Carbon Tuttle

[MW105] 
Mast Vento 105

Carbon Tuttle

[MW95] 
Mast Vento 95
Carbon Tuttle

[M95A] 
Mast 95A

Aluminum

The Aluminum mast 
is a great choice for 
those who recognise 
value for money, the 
pro�le and the shape 
of this mast are 
optimised to deliver 
high performance 
with low cost.

The shape and pro�le 
are optimised to 
deliver the best 
possible performance 
in terms of speed and 
m a n o e u v r a b i l i t y 
meanwhile reduce 
the ventilation.
Full carbon, high 
density pvc core for 
the best torsion/ 
sti�ness ratio.

The shape and pro�le 
are optimised to 
deliver the best 
possible performance 
in terms of speed and 
m a n o e u v r a b i l i t y 
meanwhile reduce 
the ventilation.
Full carbon, high 
density pvc core for 
the best torsion/ 
sti�ness ratio.

The shape and pro�le 
are optimised to 
deliver the best 
possible performance 
in terms of speed and 
manoeuvrability
meanwhile reduce 
the ventilation.
Full carbon, HR and 
HM, high density pvc 
core for the best 
torsion/sti�ness ratio.

The Aluminum mast 
is a great choice for 
those who recognise 
value for money, the 
pro�le and the shape 
of this mast are 
optimised to deliver 
high performance 
with low cost.

From cutting the 
di�erent layers to the 
choice of the wood 
core inside, everything 
in this full carbon, high 
modulus 12k mast is 
scienti�cally designed 
to put you at the front 
of the �eet.

Cover Mast M101 KITE/M106 KITE
M111  KITE/M105 WIND

[MA024]

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

[MA037]

[MA028]

Cover Front Wing-W1000/
W900/W800



Fuselage 1150 [ FWR1150]

Carbon Tuttle mast 105 [ MW105 ]

Carbon front wing 800 [ W800 ]

Carbon stabilizer 421 [ S421 ]

Hardware

Instructions
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[ V105800 ]The pinnacle of Moses Hydrofoil Racing 

Division: The V105800 is built to be the most 

high performance windsurf race foil in the 

�eld. Everything in this foil is designed to 

reduce drag and produce the best possible 

hydrodynamic performance. Each detail is 

tuned to maximize for the highest ratio 

speed/angle while avoiding ventilation. This 

provides superior stability and control even 

at the highest speed. Our use of high 

modulus and high resistance carbon is 

computer optimized for performance to have 

the sti�est and lowest torsion foil. Every 

single component of the V105800 goes 

through two di�erent quality and 

measurement checks to ensure that each foil 

delivers identical performance.

LIFT SPEED 9 

CONTROL 9 

MANEUVERABILITY 7 

UPWIND 9 

TOPSPEED   9
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1150 mm

42-43

KIT 105 - 800KIT 105 - 800 WINDWINDWINDWIND

VENTO RACE

MASTMAST

[M75A] 
Mast 75

Aluminum

[MW85] 
Mast Vento 85
Carbon Tuttle

[MW85BM] 
Mast Vento 85 Balz Pro

Carbon Tuttle

[MW105] 
Mast Vento 105

Carbon Tuttle

[MW95] 
Mast Vento 95
Carbon Tuttle

[M95A] 
Mast 95A

Aluminum

The Aluminum mast 
is a great choice for 
those who recognise 
value for money, the 
pro�le and the shape 
of this mast are 
optimised to deliver 
high performance 
with low cost.

The shape and pro�le 
are optimised to 
deliver the best 
possible performance 
in terms of speed and 
m a n o e u v r a b i l i t y 
meanwhile reduce 
the ventilation.
Full carbon, high 
density pvc core for 
the best torsion/ 
sti�ness ratio.

The shape and pro�le 
are optimised to 
deliver the best 
possible performance 
in terms of speed and 
m a n o e u v r a b i l i t y 
meanwhile reduce 
the ventilation.
Full carbon, high 
density pvc core for 
the best torsion/ 
sti�ness ratio.

The shape and pro�le 
are optimised to 
deliver the best 
possible performance 
in terms of speed and 
manoeuvrability
meanwhile reduce 
the ventilation.
Full carbon, HR and 
HM, high density pvc 
core for the best 
torsion/sti�ness ratio.

The Aluminum mast 
is a great choice for 
those who recognise 
value for money, the 
pro�le and the shape 
of this mast are 
optimised to deliver 
high performance 
with low cost.

From cutting the 
di�erent layers to the 
choice of the wood 
core inside, everything 
in this full carbon, high 
modulus 12k mast is 
scienti�cally designed 
to put you at the front 
of the �eet.

Cover Mast M101 KITE/M106 KITE
M111  KITE/M105 WIND

[MA024]

Cover Stabilizer-S421/S483/S450

[MA037]

[MA028]

Cover Front Wing-W1000/
W900/W800
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[W679] [W671] [W800] [W1000]

WINDWIND FRONT WINGSFRONT WINGS

Wing 679
KITE/SURF/WIND - 990 cm2

Wing 671
WIND RACE - 570 cm2

Wing 1000
WIND RACE - 1100 cm2

Fuselage 900 - 900 A Fuselage 1150 Fuselage 1150

The 679 is a wing with a wave oriented 
DNA that allows you too slow down before 
starting any manoeuvre, then accelerates 
fast and with a high cruising speed .
A very versatile wing, more oriented to 
manoeuvres with the 483 stabilizer, or 
freeriding when used with the 330 stabilizer.
A free-wave foil with a wide range of 
speed and the right amount of stability 
rolling side to side that will give you 
con�dence in the curves. Compared to the 
633, the 679 has less lift consequently 
higher lift speed, more drive, wider curve 
radius and better control at higher speed.

[W720]
Wing 720

WIND - 750 cm2
Fuselage 900 - 900 A

The �rst freestyle wing in the World for Mr. 
Foilstyle, Balz Muller. The goal in 
designing this wing for the pro rider Balz 
Muller was to have a stable foil, that could
accelerate quickly for the next manoeuvre, 
keeping all the stability to permit you to
focus on the move.
Designed speci�cally for freestyle, the 
720 Balz pro is also a great freerace foil 
with good upwind performance and a 
top speed of over 25 knots. Use it with the 
450 stabilizer to have more front foot 
pressure, to gain additional height, in �at 
water jumps.
Or with the 421 stabilizer to have pure 
freerace performances.

[W790]
Wing 790

SURF/WIND - 1550 cm2
Fuselage 900 - 900 A

Everyone who tried the new Vento 85 with 
the 790 was impressed how easily the foil 
�ies. Its crazy how early you �y with that 
big wing! Designed to foil early with no 
e�ort, an ultra stable wing that performs 
incredibly well in light to medium wind for 
beginners to intermediate wind foilers. 
Cruising, carving, wave riding in small 
waves, the 790 does everything with 
amazing ease of use. Jibing has never been 
so easy. Pro rider voice : “The �rst feeling is 
super nice. It is so stable even when you go 
cross wind full power. You don’t have any 
lateral movement. The other good point of 
the 790 is that it has the capacity to stay 
high in the air even at super low speed 
when you open the sail or wind drop. This 
is nice for customer with average level. 
Also it is by far the best wing that I rode to 
make easy planning jibe because it is super 
stable on the jibe and stays up in the air 
even if you don’t put your foot at the right 
place. Good job for that! “

Pure slalom performace for a full carbon 
HM wing. 18 to +30 knots

Wing 800
WIND RACE - 840 cm2

Fuselage 1150

Pure slalom performace for a full carbon 
HM wing. 18 to +30 knots

Pure race performace for a full carbon HM 
wing. 5 to 19 knots
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[W679] [W671] [W800] [W1000]

WINDWIND FRONT WINGSFRONT WINGS

Wing 679
KITE/SURF/WIND - 990 cm2

Wing 671
WIND RACE - 570 cm2

Wing 1000
WIND RACE - 1100 cm2

Fuselage 900 - 900 A Fuselage 1150 Fuselage 1150
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[W720]
Wing 720

WIND - 750 cm2
Fuselage 900 - 900 A
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[W790]
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Fuselage 900 - 900 A
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FUSELAGEFUSELAGE STABILIZERSSTABILIZERS

[ S450 ]
Stabilizer 450
WIND/SURF

[ S483 ]
Stabilizer 483

KITE/WIND/SURF

[ S421 ]

[ FW900A ] [ FW900 ] [ FWR1150 ]

Stabilizer 421
WIND RACE

Fuselage 900 - 900 A Fuselage 900 - 900 A Fuselage 1150

Fuselage 900 Alumininum mast
WIND ALUMINUM

Fuselage 900 Carbon mast 
WIND

Fuselage 1150 Carbon mast
 WIND RACE

WINDWINDWINDWIND

The 450 can be used on every one of 
our windsurf wings. It will help you foil 
in lower wind and also give a more 
“drive" feeling.

The race stabilizer that makes our 
slalom/race wings fast and stable.
It is also a great addition in your stabilizer 
set if you want go push your performance,
this stabilizer can be used with all the 
windsurf wings and is supplied with the 
Balz pro 720.

The 483 can be used on every one of our 
windsurf wings.
It will give a bit more "loose" feeling and 
shortening the radius of your turns.

Aluminum fuselage to use with the 
aluminum mast 75 and 95.

CNC shaped for the smoothest possible 
surface, hard elox 50um surface treatment.
This fuselage is state of the art in 
aluminum milling.

CNC shaped for the smoothest possible 
surface, hard elox 50um surface treatment.
This fuselage is state of the art in 
aluminum milling.
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BOARDBOARD WINDWIND

[ T115 ]
Full carbon Wind/Sup/Wing

6’0” x 31”(183x77.5cm) - 115 litres

This board is the one you need for wing, sup and windsurf. 
Despite being a short board it is easy to ride thanks to its 
perfectly balanced volume with minimal swing weight. An 
accessible board that suits any top performer, double straps 
position for any style.
Carbon construction for light weight and durability, this board 
delivers pure foil,wing and windsurf performance. The three in 
one board.
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APPARELSAPPARELSAccessoriesAccessories

CODE SCREWSDESCRIPTION CODE SCREWSDESCRIPTION

[ MH107 ] 2 x Flat Head
Screws Torx M6x16

[ MH108 ] 1 x Flat Head
Screws Torx M6x20 and M6x16

[ MH109 ] 3 x Flat Head
Screw Torx M6x25

[ MH110 ] 3 x Flat Head
Screw Torx M6x20

[ MH112 ] 2 x Socket Head Cap
Screws M6x20 and washers

[ MH113 ] 2 x Socket Head Cap
Screws M6x25 and washers

[ MH114 ] 3 x Flat Head
Screws Torx M6x30

[ MH115 ] 2 x Socket Head Cap
 Screws M6x50 and washers

[ MH116 ] 4 x Track nuts M8,
Screws M8x35 and washers

[ MH117 ] 1 x Flat Head Screws Torx M6x16
& 2 x Flat Head Screws Torx M6x20

[ MH119 ] 2 x Flat Head Screws Torx M6x50
& 1 x Flat Head Screws Torx M6x45

[ MH120 ] 5 x Button Head
Screw Torx M6x35 and washers

[ MH121 ] 5 x Self-Tapping
Screws M5x20 and washers

[ MH124 ] 1 x Flat Head Screws Torx M6x35
& 2 x Flat Head Screws Torx M6x30

[ MH125 ] 2 x Flat Head
Screws Torx M8x40

[ MH126 ] 2 x Socket Head
Screws Torx M8x40 and washers

[ MHW002 ] 5 x Button Head
Bushing M6x10

[ MHW125 ] 6 x Self-Tapping 
 Screws M5x25

[ MHW126 ] Brass bushing M6

[ MHW033 ] White Lithium Grease

[ MH118 ] 2 x Flat Head Screws Torx M6x20
& 1 x Flat Head Screws Torx M6x25

CODE COVERSDESCRIPTION CODE COVERSDESCRIPTION

[ MA008 ] Hydrofoil bag

[ MA019 ] Bag board T22/T38R

[ MA021 ] Cover mast 71/72/75

[ MA022 ] Cover mast 82

[ MA023 ] Cover mast 85/91/95

[ MA024 ] Cover mast
101/106/111/105

[ MA025 ] Cover front wing
670/695/718/720

[ MA026 ] Cover front wing 873

[ MA027 ] Cover front wing 1100

[ MA028 ] Cover front wing
800/900/1000

[ MA029] Cover front wing 790

[ MA030 ] Bag board T75

[ MA031 ] Bag board T45/T55

[ MA001 ] Kit footstraps

[ MHW034 ] Kite/Surf aluminum plate adaptor

[ MHW044 ] Wind aluminum  tuttle adaptor

[ MHW047 ] Tuttle to Plate adaptor

[ MA010 ] T-Shirt

[ MA067 ] Moses sticker

[ MA032 ] Bag board 4'6''

[ MA033 ] Bag board 5'0''

[ MA034 ] Bag board T35

[ MA035 ] Cover front wing 633/679

[ MA036 ] Cover front wing
550/558/590

[ MA037 ] Cover stabilizer
421/450/483

[ MA038 ] Cover stabilizer
325/330
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sales@moseshydrofoil.com
www.moseshydrofoil.com

https://www.facebook.com/moseshydrofoil
Follow us on

Contact us

Fac tor y reference:  SAB Heli  D ivision s.r. l .  
v ia  G uido Rossa -  47030 S an M auro Pascoli  (FC )  –  I taly  –  Phone +39 0541 931612

M oses Hydrofoi ls  is  a  brand of  SAB Heli  D ivision s.r. l .  Al l  r ights  reser ved,  2016.

MADE IN ITALY

Moses Hydrofoil designs,  develops  and  produces  
high  quality  carbon �ber  hydrofoils  for   kitesurf   
since    2009.    All    of   our  products  are completely 
made in Italy.

Everything started from our passion  for kitesurf. That 
is the key  of  our success: we never want to stop riding. 
Hydrofoils are  the  solution  that allows  to ride  with  
extremely low  wind   without   any   loss   of   fun. Our 
experience leads us to produce a  complete  selection  
of  hydrofoil: from the beginners  to the top racers. 
Every foil is created with extreme care in order to have 
the best performance.


